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Lesson 1 (Suffix  -ture says \cher\)

Wednesday
adventure We went on a bird watching adventure.

signature My signature is on the lecture notes.

architecture Sam likes design and architecture.

puncture The yellow truck has a puncture.

Thursday
departure I will be at the airport well before departure.

agriculture Bill gave a lecture on agriculture.

literature The French man came to study our literature.

nurture Did Kim capture and nurture that creature?

Monday
fracture Did Pat fracture his arm in the crash?

creature This ladybird is a pretty creature.

lecture I went to a lecture on sea creatures.

capture Did the guards capture the prowler?

Tuesday
furniture Tom got new furniture in the auction.

temperature Sam is sick and his temperature is high.

manufacture Does Tim manufacture furniture in that shed?

miniature I took a picture of a miniature creature.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 2 (Suffix  -us says \us\)

Wednesday
octopus An octopus is a sea creature.

circus There was a miniature pony in the circus.

genius That nature lecturer is a genius.

terminus I saw the departure area of the bus terminus.

Thursday
rumpus No need to make a rumpus with the abacus.

fungus A mushroom is a type of fungus.

Rufus Rufus put the cactus on the new furniture.

campus The student has a room in the college campus.

Monday
abacus An abacus helps young children to count.

cactus A cactus is a prickly plant.

minus Ten minus five is five.

sinus Tom has sinus trouble after that awful cold.

Tuesday
bogus A bogus salesman was arrested by the guards.

crocus Did Andrew nurture that potted crocus?

bonus The staff got a bonus for working hard.

focus It is hard to focus on this lecture.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 3 (Suffix  -ous says \us\)

Wednesday
nervous Sue felt nervous before flight departure.

anxious There is really no need to feel anxious.

monstrous The bogus salesman charged a monstrous price

marvellous Rufus had a marvellous adventure.

Thursday
various I various types of cactus in the shop.

curious Tom is curious about architecture.

furious The bus driver was furious to see the pothole.

serious That is a serious situation.

Monday
famous My relation is a famous singer.

fabulous He has a fabulous voice.

ridiculous The circus clown did ridiculous stunts.

disastrous The explosion was disastrous.

Tuesday
jealous Rufus is jealous of Tom’s new furniture.

poisonous That sea creature is poisonous.

enormous An enormous pothole caused the puncture.

dangerous The dangerous pothole is near the terminus.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 4 (Suffix  -ant)

Wednesday
applicant There is an applicant for the circus job.

defendant The defendant had a marvellous case.

elegant Did the elegant lady have a servant?

pleasant We had a pleasant time on holidays.

Thursday
attendant The exhibition attendant was very helpful.

assistant Who is the sales assistant in this department?

pollutant Did the pollutant destroy the sea creatures?

truant It is important not to play truant from school.

Monday
servant The servant dusted the furniture.

distant I hope to have adventures in distant lands.

instant The rumpus stopped in an instant.

vacant There is a vacant room on campus.

Tuesday
ignorant It was ignorant to leave during the lecture.

constant Tom has a constant problem with his sinus.

significant His sinus causes significant pain.

important It is important to be mannerly.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 5 (Suffix  -ance)

Wednesday
ignorance There is much ignorance about pollution.

acceptance I sent an acceptance card to my pal’s party.

tolerance Tim has no tolerance of ignorance.

nuisance That alarm sound is a nuisance.

Thursday
hindrance Pat is more of a hindrance than a help.

appearance Mary has a very elegant appearance.

penance All this hard work is like a penance.

inheritance Billy got a fabulous inheritance from his uncle.

Monday
entrance Tom is at the entrance to the terminus.

distance Bill went on a long distance adventure.

balance The graceful dancer has great balance.

elegance I admire that lady’s elegance.

Tuesday
clearance Get fabulous reductions at the shop clearance.

attendance There was a good attendance at the lecture.

performance I enjoyed the circus performance.

importance Is there significant importance to this e-mail?
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 6 (Suffix  -ent)

Wednesday
invent I wonder if I will ever invent anything.

different We all have different talents.

excellent I saw excellent furniture at the clearance.

incident I heard about the sad incident.

Thursday
president The President came to visit us recently.

independent That lady is a very independent person.

confident I am confident that I will do a marvellous job.

accident That has the appearance of a bad accident.

Monday
silent Dave was silent after playing truant.

student That student is a talented artist.

absent Tom is often absent from school.

present I got a fabulous present from Rufus.

Tuesday
recent Is that a recent sculpture?

serpent Is that a recent sculpture of a serpent?

content The toddler is very content in his high chair.

moment The assistant will be back in a moment.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 7 (Suffix  -ence)

Wednesday
excellence The actor got an award for excellence.

preference Which flavour is your preference?

negligence The untidy room was due to negligence.

confidence The circus clown had fabulous confidence.

Thursday

dependence Billy has too much dependence on the abacus.

correspondence I got your correspondence in the post.

independence The elegant lady likes her independence.

persistence Her persistence got the job finished.

Monday
silence There was silence in the classroom.

licence My parents got a licence for our dog.

absence Absence makes the heart grow fonder.

presence I was delighted by your presence at my party.

Tuesday
difference What a price difference with the reduction!

evidence I there any evidence to support your case?

sentence You put a full stop at the end of a sentence.

audience There was silence in the audience.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 8 (Suffix  -ment)

Wednesday
refreshment I got tea in the refreshment area.

pavement The icy pavement is dangerous.

excitement Shane was full of excitement when he won.

apartment Sally purchased a new apartment.

Thursday
statement The guard asked Pat for a statement.

appointment Jill had to cancel her dental appointment.

investment Is buying that house a good investment?

prudent It would be more prudent to save your cash.

Monday
moment I will sit down and rest for a moment.

payment Did the plumber get his payment yet?

enjoyment The good weather added to our enjoyment.

basement Sam keeps the paint pots in the basement.

Tuesday
amusement I had a fantastic time at the amusement park.

movement The dancer made a graceful movement.

argument The boys were silent after the argument.

engagement The president has an engagement in Cork.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 9 (Suffix  -some)

Wednesday
cumbersome It was difficult to move the cumbersome bed.

awesome You played an awesome match!

twosome The twosome played a game of tennis.

threesome The threesome rowed the canoe.

Thursday
foursome The foursome played a game of golf together.

burdensome Pat finds the work burdensome.

handsomely I paid the artist handsomely for the sculpture.

awesomely Dave performed awesomely at the concert.

Monday
handsome The sales assistant was a handsome chap.

lonesome Is he lonesome living in that mansion?

troublesome Did you fix the troublesome computer?

wholesome This brown bread is very wholesome.

Tuesday
bothersome I find noise bothersome when I am studying.

tiresome I persisted at the tiresome job.

wearisome Even though it was wearisome I kept going.

quarrelsome Pat gets quarrelsome when he is tired.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 10 (Suffix  -al)

Wednesday
dental I am on time for my dental appointment.

arrival We are waiting for the arrival of the new baby

hospital Pat was in hospital after the accident.

funeral There was a large attendance at the funeral.

Thursday
animal The puppy is a comical little creature.

criminal The criminal had a wearisome prison sentence.

monumental I put monumental effort into the project.

accidental I did not mean to hurt you as it was accidental

Monday
final We were delighted when we won the final.

loyal I think that Mark is a very loyal friend.

pedal That tiresome pedal keeps breaking.

local Mum supports the local shop.

Tuesday
signal Tom waited for the traffic signal to change.

normal We had a normal amount of rain this year.

interval We got candyfloss during the circus interval.

comical The clown had a comical appearance.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 11 (Suffix  -it)

Wednesday
deposit I put the cash on deposit in the Credit Union.

permit Mum did not permit me to stay longer.

hermit The lonesome hermit lives on his own.

biscuit I ate a wholesome oatmeal biscuit.

Thursday
visit I went to visit Molly in hospital.

rabbit The rabbit has a habit of visiting next door.

admit I admit I was making the bothersome noise.

inhibit Did her shyness inhibit her from singing?

Monday
limit Tom broke the speed limit.

habit He has a habit of driving too fast.

unit There are two halves in a unit.

vomit Pete felt sick and started to vomit.

Tuesday
credit I give you credit for finishing the job.

profit Did you make a profit at the auction?

inherit You were lucky to inherit that money.

benefit The cash will benefit you greatly.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 12 (Suffix  -ate says it)

Wednesday
certificate I got a trophy and a certificate for swimming.

illiterate The old man is illiterate and cannot read.

duplicate If I photocopy this page I will have a duplicate

separate I wrote the story on two separate pages.

Thursday
deliberate It was not a deliberate hit, it was accidental.

considerate I inherited a fortune from a considerate aunt.

immediate The painkillers had an immediate effect.

immediately I went home immediately after school.

Monday
pirate The pirate had a patch on his left eye.

private The hermit lives a private existence.

accurate I made an accurate statement about the theft

affectionate The little baby was very affectionate.

Tuesday
chocolate I gave chocolate to Joe on my hospital visit.

climate I would like to live in a warm climate.

delicate The sick rabbit looked delicate.

desperate That was a desperate storm!
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 13 (Suffix  -ate says \ate\)

Wednesday
separate Did teacher separate the troublesome boys?

evaporate Did the dew evaporate in the morning sun?

calculate I had to calculate the answer to the sum.

congratulate I congratulate you on your brave efforts.

Thursday
isolate It is unfair to isolate anybody.

translate Bob can translate English to French.

accumulate The miser left his money to accumulate.

refrigerate Did you refrigerate the milk to  keep if fresh?

Monday
debate Two groups of children had a class debate.

estate Billy lives in a local housing estate.

negate The sweets will negate the healthy apple.

educate We go to school to educate ourselves.

Tuesday
illustrate Did Tim illustrate the story I wrote?

operate Who can operate the new CD player?

decorate Did you decorate your Christmas tree yet?

concentrate I must concentrate on this debate.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 14 (Suffix  -ive says \iv\)

Wednesday
sensitive The sensitive child cried the moment he fell.

attractive Tom looks handsome and attractive in his suit.

attentive It is helpful to teacher when we are attentive.

digestive Joe is in hospital with a digestive problem.

Thursday
creative The artist is a very creative person.

adhesive We need strong adhesive to glue this shelf.

alternative Is there an alternative way to go?

compulsive Ted is a compulsive liar, he is never honest.

Monday
native The octopus was native to a distant sea.

active The old lady is very active in her daily life.

motive The judge did not see a motive for the crime.

massive David lives in a massive mansion.

Tuesday
relative Mary invited every relative to her wedding.

positive The sunshine helps me to feel positive.

detective The detective spotted a motive for the crime.

expensive That was an expensive dental appointment!
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 15 (Suffix  -ice says \is\,\ice\)

Wednesday
avarice Avarice means a greed for wealth.

poultice Mum put a hot poultice on the infected cut.

crevice A crevice is a slit or crack in a rock or wall.

cowardice The runaway soldier suffered from cowardice.

Thursday
price What price is that expensive looking picture?

device A sat-nav is a very useful device.

advice I need advice as to how to fix the problem.

entice The marvellous prize will entice me to enter.

Monday
office The boss is working hard in her office.

service The assistant provides a great service.

justice Justice was done and the crime was punished.

notice I read the circus notice in the window.

Tuesday
practice Luke will practice the skills to make the team.

apprentice The apprentice plumber fixed the leak.

novice I am new to this job, I am a novice.

jaundice Tim is in hospital with jaundice.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 16 (Suffix  -ine says \in\)

Wednesday
determine It is hard to determine the weather today.

genuine She had a genuine excuse for being late.

doctrine The church teaches us its doctrine.

ermine An ermine is a type of weasel.

Thursday
heroine She was a heroine after saving the child.

examined The doctor examined the child for jaundice.

imagined She imagined what she would do with the lotto

determined I am determined to live an active life.

Monday
engine There is a powerful engine in that car.

famine Many people died during the Irish Famine.

examine It is time to examine the class on the lesson.

masculine There is a masculine design to that coat.

Tuesday
feminine She looked very feminine in the pretty dress.

medicine The sick man had to take a lot of medicine.

imagine Imagine what it was like during the famine.

discipline There was good discipline among the children.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 17 (Suffix  -ine says \ene\)

Wednesday
marine Seal and dolphins are marine creatures.

gasoline I got gasoline for the engine at the garage.

quarantine Tim was in quarantine when he was really sick.

trampoline An acrobat jumped skillfully on the trampoline.

Thursday
Josephine Josephine went for a trip in a submarine.

machinery The mechanic fixed the expensive machinery.

routinely I routinely visit my grandmother.

quarantined The puppy was quarantined at the airport.

Monday
machine The mechanic fixed the machine.

routine Tom likes to stick to routine.

vaccine  My grandfather got the flu vaccine.

Pauline Pauline did a fabulous dance routine.

Tuesday
submarine A submarine is designed to travel underwater.

chlorine I could smell the chlorine in the swimming pool.

magazine I read a magazine in the waiting room.

sardine Pauline took a sardine from the tin.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 18 (Suffix  -ain says \in\)

Wednesday
villain The villain was captured by the guards.

Great Britain I have relatives in Great Britain.

chaplain The chaplain said Mass in the parish church.

porcelain The gift was a delicate porcelain rabbit.

Thursday
against Ireland played Great Britain in the final.

bargained Josephine and Pauline bargained over the price

captained Rosie captained the football team.

uncertain I am uncertain about the bus departure time.

Monday
again My friend sang the song again.

certain I am certain that the pool has chlorine in it.

bargain I got a bargain at the clearance sale.

mountain I saw a picture of a mountain in the magazine.

Tuesday
curtain Pam put a new curtain in the kitchen window.

captain The captain of the submarine was considerate.

fountain Kim had a chocolate fountain at her wedding.

chieftain The leader of a tribe is the chieftain.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 19 (Suffix  -ain says \ain\)

Wednesday
abstain I will abstain from crisps this Lent.

refrain You must refrain from smoking inside please.

retain Did you retain the receipt for the jacket?

restrain It was hard to restrain myself from laughing.

Thursday
abstained I abstained from chocolate last Lent.

refrained I refrained from taking another biscuit.

retained I did retain the jacket receipt.

restrained The bucking horse had to be restrained.

Monday
contain Does the box contain the porcelain rabbit?

remain Did the captain remain in the sinking ship?

regain My team can regain control in the second half.

complain I will complain to the grocer about these eggs.

Tuesday
obtain I will obtain a good result if I work hard.

entertain Did the clown entertain you at the circus?

explain The teacher will explain the lesson.

sustain Pat can sustain his concentration.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 20 (Suffix  -er says \ur\)

Wednesday
plaster Mum put a plaster on the cut on Tom’s shin.

hamster My hamster was in quarantine before he came.

transfer Did the grocer transfer the eggs to the box?

chapter I am writing the last chapter of this story.

Thursday
carpenter The carpenter and the teacher met the grocer

flower My sister put a flower beside the printer.

hunger I had hunger pangs after the trampoline.

remember Do you remember the marvellous teacher?

Monday
after I went to bed after my shower.

teacher The teacher explained the lesson to the class.

better I felt better after a hot dinner.

grocer The grocer sold lots of fruit and vegetables.

Tuesday
shorter Mary has shorter hair than Molly.

paper I wrote all my correspondence on white paper.

sister My sister would like to be a teacher.

printer Tom got a better printer for his computer.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 21 (Suffix  -or says \ur\)

Wednesday
operator I got through to the phone operator.

instructor The swimming instructor remembers the skills

radiator There was marvellous heat from the radiator.

elevator The actor and the doctor went up the elevator

Thursday
calculator I need a calculator to figure out this discount.

calculators We used calculators in class today.

renovator That house renovator gives a genuine service.

renovators The renovators improved the apartment.

Monday
actor The actor had a lot of lines to remember.

doctor The doctor gave a vaccine to the grocer.

tractor The tractor has run out of gasoline.

visitor Pauline had a visitor in the morning.

Tuesday
sailor The sailor loves life in a submarine.

professor The professor and the teacher had a chat.

inventor I am the inventor of a time machine.

refrigerator Nora put the sardines in the refrigerator.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 22 (Suffix  -ar says \ur\)

Wednesday
calendar The calendar is hanging on the pillar.

vinegar I put salt and vinegar on my chips.

caterpillar The caterpillar will turn into a butterfly.

caterpillars I saw lots of baby caterpillars on the cabbage.

Thursday
burglar The first burglar went in through the window.

burglars The burglars stole the computer.

burglary The burglary was reported to the guards.

Hungary Hungary played Great Britain in soccer.

Monday
collar The collar of my shirt has a stain on it.

cellar The wine bottles are kept in the cellar.

pillar There is a pillar on each side of the elevator.

sugar I left the sugar near the radiator.

Tuesday
regular Granny makes a regular visit to the doctor.

circular You can choose a square or circular frame.

popular The actor is very popular with his fans.

similar Jack is wearing a similar watch to David.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 23 (Suffix  -ard)

Wednesday
blizzard The snow blizzard nearly blinded Richard.

blizzards The blizzards were due to strong winds.

leopard A leopard doesn’t change its spots.

leopards Leopards are mammals of the cat family.

Thursday
wizard Sam is a wizard on the computer.

wizards The boys dressed up as wizards for Halloween.

wizardry Harry Potter studied wizardry.

scabbard The knight put the sword back in its scabbard.

Monday
mustard Pat put some mustard on his ham sandwich.

custard I had raspberry pie and custard.

orchard The orchard is popular with the children.

lizard The professor’s lecture is about a lizard.

Tuesday
Richard Richard ate his custard in the orchard.

standard The renovators worked to a high standard.

hazard That loose computer wire is a hazard.

drunkard The drunkard went to the doctor to get well.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 24 (Suffix  -able)

Wednesday
washable The tag on the jumper says it is washable.

sinkable Nobody thought that the Titanic was sinkable.

unsinkable They thought such a huge ship was unsinkable.

fashionable The actor wears fashionable clothes.

Thursday
vegetable What vegetable have we for dinner?

vegetables Frank gets his vegetables at the grocer’s.

valuable The circular sculpture was very valuable.

valuables We left all our valuables in the hotel safe.

Monday
portable A laptop is a portable device.

capable The capable apprentice is learning quickly.

adorable Richard is an adorable baby.

suitable This movie is very suitable for children.

Tuesday
comfortable I feel comfortable in this arm chair.

uncomfortable That itchy shirt is very uncomfortable.

available Are similar shoes available in red?

unavailable I’m afraid the red shoes are unavailable.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 25 (Suffix  -ible)

Wednesday
visible The moon was just visible behind a cloud.

invisible The wizard made himself invisible.

flexible The dancer had a very flexible body.

inflexible The inflexible miser would not change his mind

Thursday
legible Paula’s writing is clear and legible.

illegible The writing on the old documents was illegible.

collapsible The table is collapsible and can be stored away

reversible Richard got a new reversible jacket.

Monday
possible Is it possible to buy a trampoline here?

impossible It is impossible to hear you with the rumpus.

horrible The wizard cast a horrible spell.

terrible How terrible to turn the teacher into a duck!

Tuesday
responsible Pat is responsible for giving out the copies.

irresponsible It was irresponsible of Harry to arrive late.

sensible I went for salad, the sensible option.

edible Are these mushrooms edible?
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday


